How to…
Attach Barre Connectors to Parallel Stability Barres

Step 1

1. Assemble two Stability Barres as shown in your Stability Barre Owner’s Manual.

2. To open clamp [11]: release the fold-over locking lever [13] and fold it away from the clamp [fig.A].

3. Place the clamp [11] around the telescopic support (upright) [7] positioning it against the weighted base plate [8]. Close and lock the clamp using the fold-over locking lever [fig.B]

   **NOTE:** Fold-over locking lever may be rotated clockwise or counter-clockwise to adjust the length of the lever’s threaded bolt [fig.A].

4. Attach the other end of the connector to the second Stability Barre at the same height.

5. Attach the second clamp to the telescopic support (upright) [7] just below the pop-up pin [6].

6. Repeat steps 2-5 until all connectors are attached and the unit is fully assembled.

   **NOTE:** Parallel Stability Barres include all connectors.
If you have purchased single 6’, 8’ or 12’ Stability Barres and wish to join them together, connectors are also sold separately in pairs.

Shown with the fold-over locking lever in place and clamped shut.